
                    Beech Class                   Monday 11.01.21 – Friday 15.01.21 

Thought for the week: Remember to make time for fun. 

Morning Lessons: 

Morning work: Do some calming yoga or mindful breathing on GoNoodle 

Read your favourite story. 

Practice your targets – see PLIMs 

   

Exercise time: 10 Fun Daily Exercises or Joe Wicks on YouTube  

 

Phonics: Letter focus: U u     

Find objects around your house which contain the sound U u 

Use the online Oxford Owl resource (Book 4) and Letters and Sounds website 

Practice pencil control with U u 

Write words and match pictures which contain the sound U u 

Make tactile letters for U u using any materials you have (e.g. sandpaper, cotton wool, wool or 
string, tactile papers) 

Messy mark-make in couscous, rice, icing sugar, flour, cornflour, water etc. 

 

Literacy: Text focus: Non-fiction 

Little Explorers: Outer Space by Ruth Martin and Allan Sanders 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izd5w39-mas  

Read the text then complete some of the role play activities listed. Dress up like an astronaut 
or make your own helmet. Make a rocket and pretend you’re an astronaut – roleplay flying 
through space and see if you can remember any of the planets. Create and explore a space 
themed sensory tray using black paint, water and glitter.  

Read the text with an adult and ask them to ask you some simple questions about the text. 
Answer these verbally using either a few words or you could try to make a full sentence using 
the colourful semantics to support you.  

Read the text and do some mark making activities relating to key words or letters on your 
favourite page (planet, Earth, space, rocket, up, moon, sun, galaxy). You could mark make with 
pencils, paint, rice, flour, cereals, cornflour etc. There are some mark making sheets on Twinkl 
too https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-4989-space-themed-pencil-contol-worksheets.   

Share a story with someone else. Talk about your favourite parts and see if you can answer 
some simple questions about the text. Can you remember what happens next in the story? 



 

Maths: Topic focus: Number / Position and Movement 

Listen to number and position songs on YouTube 

Use the symbols to give more when asked. If you are confident doing this, try matching the 
correct symbols to groups of lots when shown groups of one and groups of lots. If you are 
confident with identifying groups of one and lots, ask an adult to make you 2 or more groups of 
objects. Can you identify which group has less? How many less?  

Practice number formation using some of the websites provided.  

Ask an adult to work with you to practice your position and movement skills. Start by placing an 
object in a container when asked, and using symbol supports. If you are confident with this, 
place object in and on when asked. If you are feeling confident with this, too, try moving a car 
or object slow on command. There are symbols attached to support you. 

Afternoon Lessons:  

We understand that some resources may be difficult to find! Please be creative and use what you 
have. 

Topic: Topic focus: The First Moon Landing and the Earth from Space 

Listen to Zoom Zoom Zoom, We’re Going to the Moon on YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEHBrmZxAf8	 

Rocket launch craft - https://rainydaymum.co.uk/rocket-craft-and-experiment/ Can you 
guess what will happen when you launch the rocket? If you squeeze the bottle harder or 
softer, what will happen? Describe what happens when you launch the rocket.  
 
Watch the video from the first moon landing on YouTube.  
 
Make moon sand using the recipe in this link, explore making different shapes in the moon 
sand and you could even leave your footprint, just like Neil Armstrong! 
https://littlebinsforlittlehands.com/moon-sand-space-sensory-play-recipe/ 

 

Science: Topic focus: Rocks and the Earth 

Go on a hunt around your house or in your garden for pieces of the Earth and different planets. 
Put the puzzle pieces back together. 

Create a rock drawing by collecting some rocks of different types and colours and rub them on 
paper. Which ones transferred their colours? Can you identify the colours of each rock? Can 
you use the symbols to describe the feel and look of each rock? 

Watch ‘be a rock detective’ - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNs1gqkYerg  
 

 

 



 

R.E.: Topic focus: How do Religious People Show Their Beliefs? 

Watch the video about how different religions pray. Can you remember the different religions? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QRN3wWSc3w  

Recall facts about the different forms of prayer in each religion then explore the different 
forms of prayer through guided roleplay. 

 

P.E.: Topic focus: Exercise. 

Use GoNoodle or your favourite yoga / dance / exercise videos on YouTube to get up and get 
moving! Have fun with your exercise and you could even play hide and seek at home.  

Use a ball to practice your passing, rolling and bouncing skills.  

Use the Wakelet website for a variety of different sensory movement and games 
https://wakelet.com/wake/BDvT4KATN-jjK0VPIOMbI  

 

P.S.H.E.: Topic focus: Diversity 

Look through the ‘Every Kind of Family’ powerpoint on Twinkl 
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/cfe-p-247-every-kind-of-family-powerpoint  

Create a picture of your own family. You can draw or stick pictures of your family members 
together to create your family. Choose some words to describe your family and write or stick 
these onto your sheet.  

Look at the pictures of different families on Twinkl https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-
22677-families-photo-pack - what is different? What is the same? How do the different 
families look? Are they happy? Discuss this with an adult.  

 

ICT: Topic focus: Algorithms – Position and Movement 

    There is an astronaut lost in space! Help to find him. Ask an adult to hide the astronauts 
around your house or garden. Can you guess where the astronauts might be, using positional 
language (in/on/under/behind/on top of etc.)? When you find them, see if you can match the 
symbols or use your own words to describe where the astronauts had got lost. 

Ask an adult to model the words forwards and backwards. Watch and join in with the forward 
backward dance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf0P6X_HW_g and over the deep blue sea 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lCPJhybHBkA  

Now use the symbols provided to practice moving objects forwards and backwards on command. 
If you are confident doing this, try to describe the movement that an adult makes – are they 
going forwards or backwards? You could even play snakes and ladders and describe if you are 
moving forwards or backwards on each turn.  



Pretend to be a robot, follow instructions to move forwards or backwards from an adult and 
using the support of the symbols provided. 

 

Story: Topic focus: Your Favourite Story 

 Share your favourite story with an adult. Practice your listening and speaking skills by reading 
and repeating words. Can you describe the pictures and answer some verbal questions about 
the story? 

 

Art: Topic focus: Kadinsky 

         Explore the colour mixing game, can you remember which colours we need to mix? 
https://www.learninggamesforkids.com/preschool_games/preschool-games-colormix.html 

         Practice making artwork inspired by Kadinsky by printing different shapes objects on a page 
(e.g. potatoes, sponges) then using tape or a ruler to create lots of lines across your work. What name 
would you give your art? Can you describe it to an adult? 

 

Life Skills: Topic focus: Emergency Numbers 

Explore the different pictures – can you guess who they belong to? What do these people do? 

Watch Lookout Lion teaching you all about calling 999 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZxzewVTDas0  

Explore guided roleplay with a friend or adult, what number do you need to call in an 
emergency? Can you find the right numbers?  

	

Music: Topic focus: Dance and Movement 

  Dance to your favourite songs, can you copy the movements? Go Noodle have some fantastic 
dance routines to follow. 

 Ask an adult to do some intensive interaction with you based around movement, can you copy 
the claps/stamps etc.? 

 

Resources and Websites 

Oxford Owl - https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ 

     Our school login is: username: Ash Class Sandon 

                        Password: Ganf2017 

Letters and Sounds - http://www.letters-and-sounds.com/ 

Communication Board supports - https://wakelet.com/wake/wXxP9Aj1svGsVanrjYZwq  



Literacy – Colourful Semantics  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Maths -  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-2546499-all-about-numbers-0-to-10-number-formation-
activity-booklet  

https://www.abcya.com/games/letter_trace  

https://www.doorwayonline.org.uk/literacy/letterformation/  

Science -  

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

See more planets at the bottom of the 
resources  
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Art -  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Life Skills -  


